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Ours is essentially a tragic age, so we refuse to take it tragically. The
cataclysm has happened, we are among the ruins, we start to build up
new little habitats, to have new little hopes. It is rather hard work:
there is now no smooth road into the future: but we go round, or
scramble over the obstacles. We’ve got to live, no matter how many
skies have fallen.
Lady Chatterley’s Lover
by D. H. Lawrence
(1885–1930)

Foreword
One day Isaac Newton sat thinking in his garden, when an apple
fell. Then he realized. The direction the apple fell, along with every
other object on this round earth, was always toward Earth’s center. It
wasn’t just that the apple fell, but that it tried to go to Earth’s center.
That was Newton’s Eureka Moment. He realized that Earth had drawn
the apple to it. He realized that every object in the universe draws every
other object—probably in proportion to its mass.
Siddhartha sat beneath a sacred fig (Ficus religiosa), known ever after as the Bodhi Tree, and settled into meditation. After countless days
and nights, one day, as the morning star rose in the sky, Siddhartha
Gautama realized enlightenment and became a Buddha.
Mother Nature has given us tremendous inspirations since the advent of man. Philosophers, writers, intellectuals, scholars, scientists,
and religious leaders always have a very special relationship with nature—that of profound discoveries and realizations. Nature offers the
precious opportunity even to people who are trapped in their egos of
loving and being loved unconditionally. The author realizes that Mother
Nature can tell us even more things if you care to know about the hidden messages. Give Yourself completely to the act of listening, observing, and experiencing. There is something greater to be understood.
When we get lost in a maze of compelling world problems, we should
know where to turn to; when we have forgotten how to be ourselves, to
be where life is in the here and now, we should know where to turn to.
When you develop a profound love of nature, of animals, of humans and all life-forms, Mother Nature will provide you with thoughtprovoking metaphors for your personal motivation and inspiration. In
an age of moral and practical confusion, the best self-help book that
has the best redesign and rehabilitation must come from nature. She
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examines the great issues of life, including money, work, society, technology, science, the military, politics, and the desire to alter nature for
the better!
The author hopes that after reading these pages, the reader can
develop new understanding and perspectives on Mother Nature’s contributions in different fields of human endeavors. The resultant global
awakening of human faculties of understanding will usher in a golden
age of mankind, with Mother Nature in the pivotal role. We will become the living inspiration that Mother Nature has always wanted us
to be. The shining example of her intricate and fabulous design.
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Part 1 Personal Motivation

8
The extraordinary strategies our planet’s animals and plants have developed to face the challenges of life as individuals and as species are
nothing short of mind-blowing. The miracle of life is also a story of the
beauty, the power, and the wonder of life. It is also a story worthy of
our admiration and study.
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Case A Do Things with a Sense of Urgency, Because,
Just Like the Mayfly, You May Not Have a Tomorrow

The mayfly is a unique type of insect. In its adult stage it feeds, flies
around, finds a mate, lays its eggs, and then dies. Basically it accomplishes its life’s goals all in one day!
People have always complained that they do not have enough time to
do the things they want to do.
Too often, we are not doing what we need to be doing.
Too often, we are regretting what should have happened.
Too often, we hear of stories of people dying too early and unable to
finish their goals.
Too often, we are caught up with the fast pace of unfolding events and
do not act.
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Too often, we are at a loss of finding priorities in life until it is too late.
Too often, we think we have plenty of time and before you know it, we
are about to die.
Here is an animal that lives life to the fullest in the short span of time
that it has here.
Let’s aim to do the same.
Let’s live each day as the last day.
Let’s make the most of every day!
Let’s do things with a sense of urgency, because, just like the mayfly,
We may not have a tomorrow!

Case B Cicadas: “Today I am a disaster,
17 years later I will be a master”

Cicadas are not locusts. The more northerly periodical cicadas
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emerge every 17 years, but several southern species have a 13-year life
cycle. Most of a cicada’s life is spent as a nymph that hatches from
an egg deposited on the twig of a living tree. The nymph falls to the
ground, where it burrows down to spend its assigned years sucking
sap from tree roots. Finally, its internal clock tells it to emerge, climb
a tree, shed its exoskeleton, and become another noisy adult for its
few weeks of remaining life, just long enough to mate, produce eggs,
and start a new cycle.
Biologists believe they hide underground for 13- or 17-year periods to
keep predators from adapting to their life cycle.
The cicadas tell the story of perseverance and consistency of purpose.
For 17 years, they do not let a major disappointment leave them
discouraged.
For 17 years, they work towards their dreams.
For 17 years, they continue learning the soil temperatures, the ground
temperatures; no single climatic change will go unnoticed.
For 17 years, they slowly grow, get more influence, and get more ideas,
gaining more positive perspectives on the future.
For 17 years, they prepare and work towards future accomplishments.
And no time is spent reflecting on past glories.
For 17 years, they are gearing up for the final metamorphosis from
which they will emerge as the darling of the forests, and no time
is spent regretting the current predicament of being trapped in the
dirty soil.
For 17 years, their mentality is always changing towards learning more
to prepare for the future and less and less time is spent relying on the
limited ideas of the past.
After 17 years, they reach the climax of their existence and peak their
accomplishments. Many inventors, explorers, and famous people had
once been relatively unknown until their findings were thrust into the
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limelight. Many people have worked diligently over long periods of
time to finally be accredited by society or in their field of work. It is
often said that all masters were once disasters. They managed to endure
long periods of hardship to become what they are today.
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Case A Bird’s-eye View / Kazakh Golden Eagle
Hunters in the Altai Mountains

The ancestors of Kazakh living in the Altai Mountains in Mongolia
were once formidable soldiers of Genghis Khan. Today, some of the descendants of Kazakh live in this barren landscape that is considered one
of the most remote places on Earth, far, far away from any civilization.
They cannot be farmers because of the barren nature of the landscape.
Hunting is nearly impossible in the open wilderness without shrubs or
trees. The Kazakh know that they have to get the help of the top predator, the golden eagle, to help them survive or hunt anything.
The domestication of the golden eagle has to start early—as early as
when the young birds are just ready to leave their nests. These baby
eagles are stolen from their nests when the parent eagles are away.
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They are taken to the homes of Kazakh and trained for about half a
year. They are also nourished and groomed as family members of the
Kazakh. During this time, emotional bonds are developed between the
host and the domesticated. During this time, the golden eagles also
grow up to be the best hunters on Earth—the great bird of the Altai—
hunting down everything at the whim of their master.
Eagles have a visual acuity many times more powerful than that of
humans and can spot prey several kilometers away. From high ground,
the golden eagle has the perfect vantage point to spot the slightest
movement of any fast-moving prey. Afterwards, its natural hunting instinct will take over, as it swiftly and effortlessly grasps the shocked and
surprised victim on the ground.
For centuries, the Kazakh have depended on the golden eagle for their
livelihood.
Today, countries, corporations, families, and individuals are going
through significant changes and turmoil with what often appears to be
continual restructuring, reshaping, and regrouping. All entities from
the largest organization to the single individual are learning to be competitive in this time of crisis and opportunities.

Create the reality that your vision forecasts
Just like the golden eagle of the Altai, we must constantly develop the
visual acuity to perceive incoming dangers and opportunities. As you
proceed through the visioning process, you will often wonder what
the next appropriate step is. Will it be successful? It won’t always be.
It is a risk. However, we must have the grand vision of the future to
travel the path that will be most rewarding to us. For the individual,
vision amounts to career aspirations, personal dreams, and relationship goals. For the company, vision is the picture of what your organization can or should be; it requires that you fulfill the unmet needs
of your customers. For the country, vision is the GDP projections,
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development projects, and investments in infrastructure. It’s a world
that is fast changing whether you like it or not. Not all of today’s
jobs will even exist in 10–15 years time, and it’s fair to say that all
of our current technological devices will be redundant and irrelevant
much sooner than that, so it’s important that we keep moving or
we’ll be left out. Are you on the constant lookout for opportunities?
Where others see a problem, do you see a chance to find innovative
solutions? Is every interaction another opening to put your best foot
forward? With our goals, we need to constantly check to make sure
that we are on track. Before you make a decision ask yourself, is this
going to take me closer or further away from my aims? Once you’ve
made that decision, take action, ensuring that you are building momentum and moving towards your target. The difference in mindset
is significant and will impact your potential to move forward in life
with audacity and purpose.

Don’t be defined by your limitations
The Kazakh don’t have powerful eyes. How are you equipped for success
in your chosen field of endeavor? Do your skills match the work that
you’re doing? Do you find yourself working in your areas of strength
the majority of the time?
You can develop your vision by going to motivational seminars; companies can hire management consultants to formulate their vision.
Countries can enlist the help of scholars to brainstorm on the strategic
future vision. Do you define yourself by your limitations or by your
strengths? Do you have a big pile of excuses that you use regularly to
justify your lack of success due to your limitations? If we don’t continue
to learn, grow, and develop, we’ll potentially be left behind and will
struggle to stay afloat.

Swoop, charge, and pounce immediately upon opportunity
Just because you can attack, doesn’t mean that you should. When a
golden eagle sees its prey, it readies itself, repositions itself, and launches
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into action, swooping down silently to grab its dinner. After you have
positioned and readied yourself and waited patiently, you have to take
advantage of the opportunity to pounce when the time comes with all
that you have and grab your chance.
Are you ready to pounce? When your time comes, will you be ready?
Or do you hesitate and watch while the opportunity that you’ve been
waiting for walks in the other direction?
When you sense danger or a crisis, are you positioned and readied for
a flight?
This is a great reminder that ideas and visions without actions are irrelevant. There are a lot of people in the world who have had billion-dollar ideas to rival Bill Gates, Mukesh Ambani, or Alisher Burkhanovich
Usmanov. Their ideas are just as revolutionary, ingenious, and extraordinary as these richest men across the globe. Because of lack of action,
they have no success because the real world and life reward action.
Therefore, don’t forget to get going when you notice an opportunity
or a prey to utilize your unique skills. Only the ones who sit and wait
get hungry.
Life rewards action. There’s no point in preparing yourself for the next
level if you don’t have the confidence and initiative to go for it.
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Case B How to Swim with the Sharks and Stay Alive

This is a great analogy of keeping ahead of your competition in the
world of sports, business, and politics. The rise of Brazil, Russia, India,
China, and South Africa—the so-called BRICS—is a testament of survival in the cutthroat international competition.

Be constantly on the prowl
We live in a world that is going through dramatic and constant change.
If we don’t continue to learn, grow, and develop, we’ll potentially be
left behind and will struggle to stay afloat.

Scan the horizon for prey
Sharks have an extraordinary sense of smell and are able to sense blood
in the water from miles away. Are you on the constant lookout for opportunities? Where others see a problem, do you see a chance to find
innovative solutions? Is every interaction another opening to put your
best foot forward?
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Armed to the teeth with the latest technology and
equipment
Sharks are well equipped with
• Rows of razor-sharp teeth
• A streamlined body that’s built for speed
How are you equipped for success in your chosen field of endeavor?
Do your skills match the work that you’re doing? Do you find yourself
working in your areas of strength the majority of the time?
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Case A Stoat Kills Rabbit Ten Times Its Size by First
Mesmerizing the Rabbit

The rabbit vows to resist… Being ten times larger, it can always out
run the stoat. It always assesses and analyzes the situations at hand.
No movement of the stoat will escape its eyes. When the stoat comes
to close range, it will just take off and leave the stoat far behind. By
all logic and precaution, the rabbit can never be the meal of the stoat.
The mysterious stoat in the far side is obviously having some ulterior
motives. I, the rabbit, with all my agility and intelligence, will never
allow this small ugly scoundrel to take my life. The stoat will be much
mistaken if he believes me to be so naive I can be dealt with easily.
The stoat knows that there is no way he will outrun the rabbit. He
starts to formulate a strategy.
He starts to do some strange, otherworldly dance moves. The stoat on
the hunt will go nuts, and this maniac behavior gets the rabbit’s attention, who could ignore a stoat that is spinning, jumping, and twisting.
He rises and he falls. He tumbles and he flips. He zigzags and meanders.
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He jumps and slides. All the dashing and thrashing hypnotizes the rabbit, holds it spellbound, uncertain of the spectacle unfolding before it.
In the meantime, the stoat is moving closer and closer to the rabbit,
shortening their distance by each dance move. With the rabbit completely spellbound, the stoat closes in for the kill. It dances closer and
closer to the rabbit until it can deliver the killing stroke.
Do we drink too much because each time it is harmless to just have
another glass?
Do we smoke too much because each cigarette only takes five minutes
of our life away?
Have we spent too much money in the casinos thinking we can beat
the odds?
Have we spent too much on store discounts, savings, special offers and
buy many things that we don’t need?
Are we too high in the heat of the moment, making us give in to extramarital affairs?
Are we too careless in the sway of the moment, making us break the
law?
Even small and harmless addictions like Facebook browsing, junk TV
program watching, and gossiping on a cell phone are eventually going
to kill our time, and eventually our well-being as a progressive and
proud individual.
Do not be mesmerized by the seemingly innocuous harms that these
temptations do to you.
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Case B Mice in Mousetraps
A group of mice were traveling through a new household, and two of
them got trapped by mousetraps.
When the other mice saw how big the traps were, they told the two
mice that they were as good as dead. The two mice ignored the comments at first and tried to pull out of the traps with all their might.
The other mice kept telling them to give up, that they were as good as
dead.
Finally, one of the mice took heed to what the other mice were saying
and gave up.
The other mouse continued to jump as hard as he could.
Once again, the crowd of mice yelled at him to stop the pain and just die.
He pulled even harder and finally made it out.
When he got out, the other mice said, “Did you not hear us?”
The mouse explained to them that he had mud in his ears and couldn’t
hear them. He thought they were encouraging him the entire time.
At the same time, the owner of the household arrived at the scene and
caught the mouse in the trap.
This story is a reminder that our words have immense power: they have
the power to encourage and to discourage.
How we interpret them also gives them power. We can respond to
words of discouragement and just give up, or we could listen to those
who cheer us on and achieve greater things than we could have possibly imagined.
Which words do you use with others?
And how do you interpret the messages given to you?
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Case C Examples of Pheromones
Used by Insects and Spiders

Pheromones have long been known to be important to the lives of
insects in mating, as witnessed, for example, in some of the larger silkworm family moths, where males are noted to travel nearly 30 miles to
a female, following a pheromone trail in the air. Male cecropia moths
are estimated to detect and respond to a few hundred molecules of
pheromone in a cubic centimeter of air.
The detection of the earliest signs of opportunity and trouble plays
a huge part of the animals’ survival. It is also true in our competitive
world.
Sometimes, we find ourselves in challenging situations when it’s difficult to find the opportunities that we need to move forward.
But if you are focused on looking for them, you can find them.
Even in the worst of economic situations, there are job vacancies and
business opportunities.
Even in the most fractured of relationships, there are opportunities to
build trust.
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Even where it seems as though there is no hope, there are choices that
can be made to make your situation better.
However desperate your situation is, there are always options.
They can be hard to see, hard to find, seemingly impossible to detect.
But if you stay focused, if you remain open to the possibilities and if
you look really hard, you’ll find them.
What do you need to hear or see at the moment?
Look hard.
Listen carefully.
Persist in your endeavors.
You’ll find what you need and when you do, you’ll know what to sense
for when opportunity strikes again.
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Case A When You Are Ambushed
by a Pride of Lionesses

Lion are the only truly social cats and adult females typically hunt in
pairs or groups. When hunting favored prey such as wildebeest or zebra, lions usually stalk to within 30 meters before rushing at them. In
most cases the lions will wait until the quarry has turned away or has
its head down. Once it detects danger, the victim bolts but it may be
too late.
Sometimes, a group of lionesses works together to ambush their prey,
with the strongest member of the pride lying in wait as its partners
force the prey to run in its direction. When you get ambushed, you
will hear roars coming from almost all three sides. Some of the roars
are extremely loud and some of the roars are not so loud. It is very possible that you deduce logically from the loudness of the roars to decide
which direction to flee. In your experience, usually the strongest person
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makes the loudest roar. Therefore you run towards the side where there
seem to be no roars. And this is how you got tricked by the pack of
lionesses.
As the lioness ages, her stamina becomes weaker. She is less forceful
and agile. However, her ability to roar increases tremendously. The areas corresponding to the loudest roars are where the old lionesses are.
They are deliberately trying to trick you into running into the strongest
lioness, which is usually much younger and stronger and has a much
softer roar. Given the dire situation, one is hard pressed to make logical
deductions or any creative thinking.
We all know a parallel situation. We all know that the eye of the storm
is the quietest part of the storm and is the most dangerous part of the
storm. There are many fears in real life. We all have something that we
are afraid of:
• the fear of failure or rejection
• the insecurities of our financial situation
• the strain of our important relationships
• the opinions of others towards us
• the gradually deteriorating health situations of our family members
or ourselves
Sometimes, the things that we fear cause less carnage than obvious dangers; however, they are still there to impede our happiness.
• Are you afraid of starting a business that doesn’t work?
• Are you afraid of getting your heart broken again?
• Are you afraid of making a difference in the world?
• Are you afraid of change?
As in the case of being ambushed by circumstances, accidents, emergencies, and exigencies, we must really face the problem head on.
Usually the easiest way out is not the best way out. When you run
away from the supposed strongest fears, they chase after you with the
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most severity. They hunt you down like the strongest lioness in the
ambush.

Case B When the Weather Gets Stormy, the Buffalo
Charges and the Cow Cowers

In the American Midwest, cow herds exist side by side with buffalo
herds. They are both strong-willed animals with powerful stamina and
vigor. They both have a great capacity for pain endurance. Even though
similar in many respects, they have a distinctly different approach to
the situations of incoming inclement weather. As rain clouds gather
in the sky and lightning flashes, both the buffalo and cows prepare for
their flight solutions.
The cows try to run away from the storm. In trying to leave the dire
situation as fast as possible, they run away from the gathering brewing
storm in the same direction of the approaching storm. Initially, they
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have a break as the storm does not catch up with them. However, the
brewing storm soon catches up with them. Now the cows are frantic
and run faster. At the same time the storm also gathers speed. Since
both parties gather speed, the cows are eventually overshadowed by the
storm for a prolonged period of time, mostly basking in the rain and
wind of the storm as they move together in the same direction. The
cows get at least twice the shower for twice the duration.
The buffalos treat the problem in a completely opposite way to the
cows. To face this desperate situation of the incoming brewing storm,
the buffalo charges toward it. Initially the torrential lash of the rain
and wind almost reaps their bodies apart. It also seems nonsensical that
they are running towards this source of extreme excruciating exigency.
The pain is unbearable. However, not for long. As the buffalo and the
storm depart in totally opposite directions, the trial is over in a relatively short period of time. The buffalo gets through the storm with
half the shower and half the duration.
Whenever we are confronted with a tough challenge, and a really extreme, excruciating exigency that we cannot escape, we should not
prolong the torment. By learning from the buffalo’s way of charging
towards the storm, the problem that we must face, we reduce the immensity and extent of our suffering. This is a great lesson that the cows
have never learned from their own mistakes or the clever crisis exit
strategy of the buffalo. This is a great lesson that the cows have never
learned for centuries; in fact, in the thousands and thousands of years
of their existence.
We do have many people that surround us with the buffalo and cow
mentality—the charging mentality and the cowering mentality. And
many of them are prepared to take their mentality to the graves with
them. They will not change their way of dealing with problems their
whole life.
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Working through tough times isn’t easy. It always seems more comfortable to turn the other way and try to outrun the storm. But invariably, the problem won’t go away, it just lasts longer and gets worse. We
need to turn and face it head on. When life seems like a storm, be the
buffalo.
We will end up in better shape than the cow, much sooner!

Case C Hamsters Facing Cyclical Changes of
Life on a Wheel

Hamsters are unable to learn new skills for the most part and have
nothing better to do than run around on those little wheels in their
cage. They think they achieve something, because things are always
moving forward. Even though they enjoy the thrill of the ride, eventually they come back to the original point with nothing significant
achieved.
Life on planet Earth had undergone five Mass-Level Extinction
Events before. Yet very few of us are aware that we are in the midst
of the Sixth Extinction-Level Event. Expansionist Germany tried to
conquer Europe in WWI, but was crushed vehemently. Coming back
to the same circle and circular reasoning after two decades, Germany
was again crushed in WWII by the same countries that participated
in WWI.
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It is said that people who are unable to learn from the mistakes of history are prone to repeat it.
This may not be true. People learned from the mistakes of history. They
learned how to make even more mistakes.
Many people live on recurring cycles of procrastination to procrastination to procrastination, refusing to master the will and effort to deal
with their problems.
Many people change their jobs or careers all too often, moving from a
cycle of jobs to another cycle.
Many people are constantly breaking up in their relationships and
changing boyfriends, girlfriends, husbands, and wives in an unending cycle to find the ultimate “true love.”
Investors are on a constant cycle of investing when the market is about
to go bust.
Consumers spend too much money on coupons, discounts, and special
promotions to get many things they don’t even use. They could not
curb their cyclical behavior of buying impulsively.
People who get obese through endless cycles of snacks, desserts, and
meals just don’t seem to have enough food all the time.
Aren’t we capable of more? Can we learn to avoid our cycle of mistakes?
Cycle of bad relationships? Cycle of bad behaviors? Cycle of misfortunes? We can live a life of purpose, aspire to excellence, and do something that makes the world a better place. Countries can cooperate for
a better tomorrow for mankind. We really should not engage ourselves
in meaningless cycles of things that we do every day.
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Case D Stupendous Crabbing Interferences

When a solitary crab is in a bucket without the lid, it will have no
trouble escaping.
But if you have a bucket full of crabs, whenever one gets to the top and
is about to escape, the rest of the crabs will reach out and pull him
back down to the bottom with the rest of them.
This is very notable in the arenas of politics, organizations, workplaces,
sports, and businesses.
When you have a creative idea, someone tries to steal it.
When you have an adorable girlfriend or boyfriend, someone else
comes up to take them away from you.
When you have capabilities and enormous potential, someone tries to
put you down or discourage you.
When you make breakthroughs in science, someone ridicules you.
When you hit the lottery, someone is plotting to win over your fortune.
You are sabotaged because you are successful. You are put down because they cannot bear that you are intrinsically better than them. You
are attacked on all fronts, because your innovations will deprive all
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sides of their traditional benefits. Even when no benefits are involved,
some one will just do it out of pure jealousy to crab you down.
Make sure that you’re not surrounded by crabs. Make sure you are surrounded by positive people who have an interest in your success. Make
sure all these positive energies and enthusiasm for life is never diminished. Encourage your group and be inspired by them. Give them a
helping hand when they need it. Do not hesitate to ask for help from
your group of positive people. Life is a process of mutually uplifting
and sublimation. We can all be the best versions of ourselves given
encouragement and support. We can all have a better tomorrow and
bring in the new dawn of civilization tomorrow if we help one another.
Break free, break through, and then break-dance to a beautiful life.
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the Greatness in You

8
Case A The Real Ugly Duckling:
Hans Christian Andersen

The Ugly Duckling is a tale that is completely Andersen’s invention and
owes no debt to fairy- or folklore. Andersen had pioneered a storytelling style that carefully, skillfully embedded comedy, social critique,
satire, and philosophy aimed at adult readers. Andersen’s original fairy
tales are far more sophisticated and multilayered than the simple children’s fables they’ve become in all too many translated editions, retellings, and media adaptations.
In this story, Andersen is motivating us through the life and tribulations of himself. Hans Christian Andersen’s own life had many of the
aspects of a fairy tale: he was born the son of a poor cobbler and he died
a rich and famous man, celebrated around the world, the intimate of
kings and queens.
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The tall, eccentric, ugly boy with a big nose and big feet was ill at ease
with other children, and disliked by his peers and went through lots of
humiliation. Retreating to his private quarters, he spent his time reading, dreaming, and sewing costumes out of scraps for his puppet theater. Even when he grew up with a beautiful singing voice and a passion
for the theater, he was cruelly teased and mocked by other children.
Speculation suggests that Andersen was the illegitimate son of Prince
Christian Frederik (later King Christian VIII of Denmark), and he
found this out some time before he wrote the book, and then that being a swan in the story was a metaphor not just for inner beauty and
talent but also for secret royal lineage. Andersen also suggests the Ugly
Duckling’s superiority resides in the fact that he is of a breed different
from the ducks, and that dignity and worth, moral and aesthetic superiority are determined by the nature of being born a swan rather than
accomplishment.
The moral of the story in this new perspective is then Who You Are
Meant to Be.
The ugly duckling may had lived and died as a duck, for that’s what he
thought he was. Except many strange turn of events and encounters
force the Ugly Duckling to realize its potential, the real potential and
capabilities of a swan.
Unfortunately, most people think that the benefits of the flock apply
to humans as well.
Whilst we are undoubtedly meant to be in community with others, the
flock can hold us back.
• The flock resists change, creativity, and an entrepreneurial spirit.
• The flock allows you to hide away and not reach your full potential.
• The flock encourages yes-men and unthinking consensus.
• The flock is cynical and pessimistic.
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•
•
•
•

The flock knows its rights, but forgets its responsibilities.
The flock is slow to respond and takes a long time to change
direction.
The flock is suspicious of anyone who is different in speech, appearance, or beliefs.
The flock philosophizes and complains, but leaves the action to
others.

Flocks are a great idea for ducks, because they increase the chances of
survival.
Do you want to be merely existing from day to day or living your life’s
fullest?
I would encourage everyone to make sure that they have a group of
people around them who inspire and challenge them to greater things.
All Andersen wants is to encourage you today that you are a swan.
You are born to be a swan.
You may have been brought up in a situation that limited your understanding of your potential, but it’s time now for the past to lose its
hold on you.
Don’t die thinking you’re an Ugly Duckling.
Soar high, just as you were meant to be, as a Beautiful Swan!
Bring out the greatness in yourself!
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Case B Indoctrination of the
Young Elephant in the Circus

The circus trainer puts a metal chain around the young elephant’s leg
and hinges it on a metal peg. This restrains it from moving far. The
young elephant will initially try to break free and escape.
It will try until it bruises itself all over, hurting its knees and legs in
the process. It will use all the strength it has got to break free until it
exhausts itself. Day after day, week after week, month after month, the
young elephant keeps trying relentlessly. It realizes that the metal peg
and metal chain together will always be more forceful than itself no
matter under what circumstances.
It comes to the conclusion that escaping is futile and gives in to the
restraint, enabling the trainer to control the elephant for the rest of
its life. From then on, all that is required is a chain around its leg and
a wooden peg in the ground that you or I could pull out, but the elephant doesn’t. Every day the adult elephant looks at the outside world
of the circus in despair, wondering where is its freedom? Every day the
adult elephant looks beyond the circus and thinks back to the days
when it was young, how it enjoyed the grassland, the savannahs, the
forests, the deserts and the marshes.
It will never occur to the elephant that by the time it has grown up, it
can easily pull out the wooden peg and break free of the metal chains.
Why? Because it doesn’t think that it can. That elephant has lived a
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lifetime of captivity and slavery, never being able to run free due to a
limiting thought process that it had held onto from a young age.
Whilst that is very sad and inhumane, even sadder is the way that adult
humans become indoctrinated to think they cannot do this or that as
if an invisible chain and peg are in place. Specific incidents, schools,
churches, and family values do indoctrinate us and prevent us from realizing our maximum potential. Typical demeaning moments include:
• “You will never do well in math.”
• “You will never be a singer.”
• “You will never change for the better.”
• “Money is evil. Since it is evil, you should not have too much.”
• “You should not have strange ideas.”
• “You should follow the footsteps of your neighbors.”
• “No girl will ever marry you.”
• Significant emotional abuse from a person of influence in your life.
• Failed attempts that you haven’t yet learned from.
You don’t have to live like the elephant. You just have to liberate your
mindset.
Today, test yourself against the chain and peg again.
Today, start doing whatever you have always hoped to do.
Today, you regain your freedom and worth as a valuable person.
Today, the elephant will roam in the natural habitat with majesty and
dignity.
Today, you will break free from the past indoctrinations!
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Case C Fred the Flea and the Glass Ceiling

A flea was placed into a small cylinder and then covered with a glass
pane. The glass pane was then removed. As you would expect, the flea
quickly jumps out of the cylinder and escapes.
Then the flea was caught and placed into the cylinder again. The cylinder was again covered by the glass pane. This time around, the glass
pane was not removed at all.
The flea immediately jumped. This time, however, he hit the glass and
bounced off.
Undaunted, the flea kept repeating this behavior every few minutes,
and each time, the flea got less aggressive and energetic.
Meanwhile, the outside world in all its serene gorgeousness lured the
flea to come to its arms. Undaunted, the flea kept repeating this behavior every few hours until it eventually slowed down.
As time went on, it eventually got tired of hitting the glass and stopped
jumping altogether.
Then the glass pane, the so-called glass ceiling, was removed.
The flea, now trained to believe a barrier existed between him and the
outside world, did not jump.
Eventually, it was left to die in the cylinder.
This story is a great reminder that sometimes after receiving multiple setbacks, we just give up and stop trying. Even when there are no
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longer obstacles in our path, we have a tendency to train our mind to
think that because we were unsuccessful in the past, there is an invisible
barrier in our way.
Don’t fall for it! Make sure that any obstacles to your success are real
and not just mental barriers. And then work out a plan to overcome
them.
•
•
•
•

Margaret Thatcher overcame the glass ceiling of gender bias to become the first female prime minister.
Barack Obama overcame the glass ceiling of racial prejudice to become the first African American president.
William James Sidis overcame the glass ceiling of youth ineptness
and set a record in 1909 by becoming the youngest person to enroll
at Harvard University.
One of the most surprising facts about Beethoven is that he was
deaf. How can a musician, a composer, lack what we would imagine to be his most important sense? How did he overcome his glass
ceiling?

Identify your glass ceilings, and make your leap!
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8
Case A The Dangerous Journey of the
Serengeti Migration

Every year, over two million wildebeest and zebra make their way
around the Serengeti/Masai Mara ecosystem, following the rains and
the green grass that follows. The highlight of this dangerous journey is
the crossing of the Mara River in Kenya.
Some 250,000 wildebeest die during the journey from Tanzania to
Masai Mara Reserve in lower Kenya, a total of 30,000 kilometers
(18,645 miles). Death is usually from thirst, hunger, exhaustion, or
predation. Along this lifelong journey, wildebeest face never-ending
challenges. They can drown crossing rivers or become crocodile bait.
On land they are pursued by lions, hyenas, leopards, and cheetahs.
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It does all come down to the famous crossing of the Mara River,
though. Forced on by the power of the herd, the wildebeest have no
choice but to take a suicidal plunge into the crocodile-infested waters,
often drowning in the thousands.
The wildebeest can gather for days on the banks of the river, plucking
up the courage to make the crossing. There is an ebb and flow; a back
and forth as their bravery builds, which is quickly diminished when
they get close to the water. Everyone is waiting for the first wildebeest
to jump in. All this waiting only adds to the excitement. They seem to
do their best not to cross, but the overwhelming instinctive drive eventually pushes them to do it. The tension that flows from the herd is palpable as they pluck up the courage to start the crossing. Eventually, one
brave/stupid/pushed wildebeest makes the leap of faith, and is rapidly
followed by the rest of the herd. The tension climbs to a maximum in
seconds as literally tens of thousands of wildebeest and a few hundred
zebra hustle to get across the most daunting challenge that faces them
on their yearly migration. Once the mega herd has entered the water,
the current takes the herd downstream, often to a point in the river that
doesn’t have an exit, leaving the animals swimming to their demise.
This is where the crocodiles come in. They are smart animals, having
played this game for many decades. The crocodiles don’t waste their
energy on fit and strong individuals that have just entered the river;
they target the poor chaps that are swimming around aimlessly, getting more and more tired. Wildebeest migrations are closely followed
by vultures, as wildebeest carcasses are an important source of food for
these scavengers.
There are many great individual triumphs through all the commotion.
A very large percentage of the animals that cross the Mara River make
it to the other side, and carry on the cycle. It is extremely uplifting to
watch a wildebeest or zebra fight the odds—against the crocodiles, the
current, the stampede, and blocked exit points—and make it out the
other side to fight another day.
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Opposing rainfall and plant nutritional gradients best explain the wildebeest migration in the Serengeti.
A herd of wildebeest possesses what is known as a “swarm intelligence,”
whereby the animals systematically explore and overcome the obstacle
as one.
•

•

•

•

•

•

The primary defensive tactic is herding, where the young animals
are protected by the older, larger ones while the herd runs as a
group. Typically, the predators attempt to cut out a young or ill
animal and attack without having to worry about the herd.
Wildebeest have developed additional sophisticated cooperative
behaviors, such as animals taking turns sleeping while others stand
guard against a night attack by invading predators. Scientists are
unsure how much is learned behavior and how much is instinct.
In the Serengeti ecosystem, Tanzania, wildebeest may help facilitate
the migration of other, smaller-bodied grazers, such as Thomson’s
gazelles, which eat the new-growth grasses stimulated by wildebeest foraging.
Zebras and wildebeest group together in open savannah environments with high chances of predation. This grouping strategy
reduces predation risk because larger groups decrease each individual’s chance of being hunted, and predators are more easily seen
in open areas.
Wildebeest can also listen in on the alarm calls of other species,
and by doing so can reduce their risk of predation. Wildebeests
respond more strongly to the baboon alarm calls compared to the
baboon contest calls, though both types of calls have similar patterns, amplitudes, and durations. The alarm calls were a response
of the baboons to lions, and the contest calls were recorded when
there was a dispute between two males.
During February the wildebeest spend their time on the short grass
plains of the southeastern part of the ecosystem, grazing and giving birth to approximately 500,000 calves within a 2- to 3-week
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period: a remarkably synchronized event. Few calves are born ahead
of time and of these, hardly any will survive. The main reason for
this being that very young calves are more noticeable to predators
when mixed with older calves from earlier in the previous year, and
so are easier prey.
You think your life is bad? Try being a migrating wildebeest! Wildebeest
manage all the dangers and anxieties well.
• Wildebeest are survivors, and what makes an animal (or a person) a
survivor is that something extra that keeps them moving—a strong
drive to go forward and live the life they are born to live despite
overwhelming odds.
• Wildebeest don’t allow the struggles of previous migrations to
prevent them from further travel. Neither do they contemplate
what may lie ahead. They’d be paralyzed with fear if they did that.
Instead, wildebeest live in the present moment.
• Wildebeest instinctively know the risks of migration are worth the
journey. Fresh, rain-ripened grass and fresh drinking water mean
life in all its abundance. Life means the continuance of an amazing
species of animal.
• Take what message you can from the humble wildebeest, who may
not win that beauty contest but would win an award for perseverance and endurance. An 18,645-mile journey—look what can
happen when we place one foot in front of the other.
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Case B The Adventurous Monkey
Is a Well-Fed Monkey

In the jungle, there live many tribes of monkeys. The numerous monkeys fight for the limited food resources of berries, nuts, and seeds
that the jungle provides. Lying on the outskirts of the jungle is a rural
village. A few of the monkeys have the courage to leave their clan and
come to the village to ask for food. The villagers treat the monkeys
well. One of the most adventurous of the monkeys ventured into the
center of the village to a rich family. It was later taken by them as a pet.
People aren’t that different. We often find safety in numbers and congregate in large groups to fight over the small scraps that are available.
We complain that there never seems to be enough and wish that there
was less competition for the crumbs that are on offer. They don’t like
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the crowd, but it offers them perceived safety and a reasonable excuse
for not achieving more.
And there are a few brave souls who venture out for new opportunities.
They do what no one else has the courage to do. They start what no
one else has the courage to start. They take risks that no one else has
the courage to take.
They become successful. Some even become successful beyond recognition. In the spirit of Magellan and Columbus, they dream the impossible dream and accomplish the unthinkable feats.
Don’t be part of the crowd.
Don’t live a life of scarcity.
Come closer to the source of abundance.
Claim your legal inheritance to life’s richness and vivaciousness.
The journey to life’s abundance may be scary. It should never be the
factor limiting you from unfound, unparalleled, unheard-of success
from the crowd.
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Case C Prime Minister’s Rat Race

Li Shi was the first prime minister of dynastic China, serving under
the first emperor, Qin Shi Huang. Li Shi went to the toilet one day.
The ancient toilet in the rural society was really an elevated big pit that
was deep and large. The rodents that survived in the toilets had been
stealing food from the people’s excretions. When they saw people approaching, they fled as fast as they could. The rodents were malnourished, skinny, and very unhealthy. They had no security. They had no
esteem. They lived a life of wretched existence.
Li Shi later had another chance to visit the rice storage warehouse.
What he saw shocked him. The rodents living in the rice storage warehouse were all big and fat. Not only did they not run away in a hurry
when they saw people, they stared at you in the face as though protesting your intrusion of their territory.
The shocked and awed Li Shi pondered over the incidents for many
days. He knew there were many great lessons to be learned from
these examples. Why do the same species of rodents behave extremely opposite in completely different environments? The story of the
rodents had a big resemblance to the humans. He was not an early
Darwinist or environmentalist. He was a politician and he used his
findings to
• increase food production in Emperor Qin Shi Huang’s Kingdom
to allow for the largest and most powerful army,
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•
•
•

apply psychology of the rats in diplomatic situations in dealing
with other Chinese states and principalities,
anticipate the moves of his high-circle opponents, and finally
make Qin the most powerful state among all the states of China,
laying the foundation for subsequent unification of all China.

As for us, the moral of the story is: we will never be able to reach our
full potential or make the contribution that we are meant to make if we
find ourselves working for too long in an environment that isn’t compatible with who we are or that can’t bring out our fullest potential.
•
•
•
•
•

Perhaps now is the time to change.
Perhaps now is the time to make a move.
So that we can be where we’re meant to be.
So that we can be who we’re meant to be.
So that we can make the difference that we’re meant to make.
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Case A Nature’s Hanging Gardens of Babylon:
The Old-growth Redwood Tree Canopy Ecosystem

The Hanging Gardens of Babylon was one of the original Seven
Wonders of the World. They were built by Nebuchadnezzar II around
600 BCE. He is reported to have constructed the gardens to please his
wife, Amytis of Media, who longed for the trees and fragrant plants of
her homeland. The gardens were destroyed in an earthquake after the
1st century BCE.
High up in the tops of trees of the Redwood Forest, California, there
exists an ecosystem of the most pristine wonder and essence. It conveys
many aspects of the legendary Hanging Gardens of Babylon.
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As the redwood trees age over many hundreds of years in response to
wind, fire, and other falling trees, redwoods develop very unique and
individual crown structures. Their complicated crowns consist of resprouted or reiterated trunks, arising from main trunks or other trunks
and limbs. Also, over many years these woody structures and these
crowns interact, sometimes rubbing against each other and eventually
fusing so that living cambium produces a sapwood that bridges regions
of the crown hydraulically. *1
High above the ground, platforms were thus formed on which organic
soil began to build from falling leaf litter and dust. These organic soils
in turn act as substrate for epiphytes, or tree-dwelling species like letter
fern, which forms huge sprawling mats that develop the buoy soil that
is over a meter deep in places. A set of fern mats and an old tree can
weigh over 17 hundred pounds in dry mass and hold over 2,000 gallons
of water. Soils beneath fern mats in decaying wood inside trunks and
limbs can store huge amounts of water, and can sustain drought-sensitive
organisms high above the ground throughout the year. The wandering
salamander and the buoy species are the only amphibian denizens of the
redwood forest residing in cavities within fern mats and decaying wood,
and they feast on a rich invertebrate community that includes aquatic
crustaceans called copepods that are also found in local streams. The redwood canopy is home to at least 265 kinds of epiphyte species including
lichen, mosses, liverworts, flowering plants, ferns, and even other conifers. All of the flowering plants found in the canopy are usually found on
the forest floor, including huckleberries, salal berries and bay laurel. *2
It’s important that we appreciate the beauty of nature, and be imbued
with its inspirations. Sometimes we find inner and outer paradise in
the least expected of places. Our longing for peace and harmony with
our brethren and nature has been the main drive of our creative and
vibrant energy.
Touch the earth, love the earth—her plains, her valleys, her hills, and
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her seas; rest your spirit in her solitary places. For the gifts of life are
the earth’s and they are given to all, and they are the songs of birds at
daybreak. But to the eyes of the man of imagination, nature is imagination itself.
It’s important that we set out as adventurers, and be discoverers of
the magnificent greater environment that we are living in. Let man go
forth to marvel at the heights of mountains, and the huge waves of the
sea, the broad flow of the rivers, the vastness of the ocean, the orbits of
the stars, and in the end, have a deeper understanding and appreciation
of their true value of existence.
The serenity produced by the contemplation and philosophy of nature
is the only remedy for prejudice, superstition, and inordinate self-importance, teaching us that we are all a part of Nature herself, strengthening the bond of sympathy which should exist between ourselves and
our brother man…

Footnotes
*1 & *2
Redwood Ranger Minute : Redwood Forest Canopy
Directed by Redwood National and State Parks, Published on Oct 19,
2012 Youtube
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Case B The Dam—Legacy of the Beaver

It may take hundreds of trees to complete a small dam, but this doesn’t
stop beavers from working diligently until eventually their construction is completed.
Then something remarkable happens.
As water builds up behind the dam, a self-sustaining ecosystem is built
up. This self-sustaining ecosystem will be functioning for decades
after the beaver is long gone.
We have the same capacity as the beaver.
We face a multitude of challenges in life. One of life’s most difficult
lessons is finding out who you are; what your purpose is; your reason
of being. Many people are able to find a niche in which they achieve all
that life has planned for them. They are able to figure out their function and place in the world. They form their careers, their families,
their lives.
Every person on this planet—big, small; rich or poor—has an implicit
reason for being here. This isn’t about whether or not you believe in a
higher or supernatural power, but it’s about believing your being has
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purpose. Some suppose their purpose is to make money; some suppose
their purpose is to procreate and reproduce; and some even believe they
are here to save the lives or souls of others.
When it comes time for us to part with this planet we know as Earth,
when we look back on our time here, we want to be remembered. It
is how we are remembered, and by whom we are remembered, that
makes the process of life so challenging.
Life is what you make of it, and every person has at least one profound
gift that helps mold society in some way, shape, or form. It is whether
or not we choose to use those gifts that determines our unforeseeable
impact on the world.
You can be that person who made someone’s day memorable. You can
be the person who brightens a dark day. How do we get to the stage of
remembrance that we desire? By leaving this place a better place than
we came from.
Leave your mark on the world like the beaver and be remembered with
a smile.
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Case C The Aquarium of Your Comfort Zone

People are often reluctant to keep goldfish in a pond or pool outside
because they fear that their little pets won’t survive unless they’re kept
in an aquarium where such factors as temperature, light exposure, and
PH gradient are strictly controlled.
Goldfish are part of the carp family (Cyprinidae). The sudden and
unaccounted-for mutation event around 970 AD transformed the ordinary carp into the colorful and wonderful goldfish that we keep as
pets in the aquariums today. They originated in China and were subsequently glamorized in Japan. Goldfish actually grow according to
the size of the pond they are in. If you have a half-acre pond, you will
have huge 2-foot-long goldfish. If you have a normal backyard garden
pond, you will have goldfish that may reach 4- to 6-foot long. Their
size is definitely dependent on the size of their home and what they are
fed on.
We are very much the same.
If we live in a small world with limited learning opportunities, limited
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experiences, and only spend time with people who are the same as us,
we stunt our own growth.
We end up with a small life, with unimaginative goals, dogmatic perspectives, negative attitudes, having petty online arguments and little
positive impact.
If we want to make sure that we grow and live a large life, we need to:
• expand our horizons
• keep learning
• spend time with people from diverse backgrounds (including race,
religion, gender, political viewpoints)
• travel
• don’t just read writers whom we agree with
• make time to think in silence and without electronic distractions
• try new things
• get out of our comfort zone
The advantage that we have over goldfish is that we get to choose the
environment that we live in.
I want to encourage you today to update to a larger aquarium, to live
the kind of life that maximizes your potential and increases your capacity to make a difference in the world.
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There is a big difference between actual brilliant strategies and sensational victories brought about by luck, the weather, or a particular turn
of events.
Napoleon blundered in Russia because he was unprepared for the
weather conditions and expected the Russians to fight rather than retreat inland and burn everything behind them. It was not his military
skills that weren’t sufficient, but his knowledge of Russian culture and
geography. Napoleon had amply proven before that he could defeat
bigger armies fairly easily just through superior tactics and strategy.
The Duke of Wellington, when asked who he thought was the greatest
general that ever lived, answered, “In this age, in past ages, in any age,
Napoleon.” He may not have been perfect, but he was regarded as the
greatest general of his time, even by his enemies.
In antiquity, Hannibal did pretty well one time, but Alexander defeated much bigger armies in Egypt and Persia almost only through
superior strategy. Many Roman generals (not just Julius Caesar) were
also gifted strategists.
There are also many epic battles in nature that involve brilliant military
strategies. We will look at some of these cases and see how well they
relate to famous human military strategies.
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Honeybee versus Hornet

8
European Honeybees versus Mandarinia Hornets

The invading nation of the hornet sends out thirty of their best fighters
in the nation for the battle against the honeybee. As with any invasion,
reconnaissance takes precedence. The thirty fighter hornets first split
up and scour the landscape. Armed with the state-of-the-art supersensitive scent receptors, one of them tracks down a beehive and marks
the location through its unique scent. All thirty fighter jets assemble in
no time, and when they are in the best fighter-plane formation, they
proceed to attack the nation of the honeybee, the main airports and
entrances to the hives. After the national alert alarm sounds, the honeybee jet fighters scramble to retaliate in the skies. Claiming violation
of airspace and national sovereignty, the honeybee fighter jets fight gallantly. They are not stingy in using their stings, which will cause them
their lives. The defenders greatly outnumber the invaders. The hornet
is a class of super jet fighters of the latest technological marvels. Its
aerodynamic construction, deadly jaw, and sting can be used repeatedly to deadly effect. Its whole design is tailored to the onslaught of
the honeybee jet. The hornet is five times the size of the honeybee. The
deadly battles last for three hours between thirty hornets and 30,000
honeybees. Only one or two hornets have died. The entire army of
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30,000 honeybees is slaughtered. Maybe it shouldn’t even be called
a battle. “Massacre” is the better word. The carnage marks a forgone
conclusion playing itself out to a horrified end.
In only hours, 20 or 30 hornets can wipe out a hive of 30,000 bees. The
killer hornets have reduced the defenders to a carpet of the dying and
the dead. Now the hornets will take what they came for. Now they can
rob at their leisure—sometimes for days. This bee colony is doomed.
The victims left to rot. The raiders gorge on honey, even licking it from
carcasses. But their chief plunder is the honeybee larvae and pupae that
can feed their young for weeks. The unborn bees will be chewed into
protein paste or fed to the hornet young. Then as quickly as it began,
the slaughter is over and all is quiet again. *3

Japanese Honeybees versus Mandarinia Hornets
The Japanese honeybee knows that no matter how strong the fortress,
the best defense is knowing your enemy. For eons, they have thrived in
the deadly hornet’s shadow. The bees know giant hornets send scouts
to search their hive. To survive, these bees must capture and kill the
hornet scout.
When the advance radar system spots the enemy reconnaissance plane
at the gate, the soldier bees set a trap by slowly pulling back to lure
the hornet scout in. They want the hornet inside their hives. And the
hornet obliges. The soldier bees keep retreating to lure the hornet scout
further into their hive. By swinging their abdomens to and fro, they
signal their strategy to one another. The bees hold off until the last possible moment. Suddenly with coordinated signals, a group of the soldiers launches a sneak attack. At this moment, the hornet is engulfed
by hundreds of bees. In a split-second, the defenders have rushed to the
hornet scout; however, they don’t sting. Instead, the bees prowl belly to
belly, against the invading beast. Vibrating their abdomens, they create
a ball of heat which encircles the hornet at its vivid core. As revealed by
thermal photography, they all begin to vibrate, gradually raising their
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collective temperature to 117 degrees Fahrenheit. Japanese honeybees
can tolerate a temperature of 118 degrees Fahrenheit (47.7 degrees
Celsius). Their victim’s upper limit is 115 (46.1 degrees Celsius). The
hornet scout is slowly roasted alive. And the secret of the honeybee
location dies with her. *4
There are small casualties of soldier bees. But they have saved their
home.
Each subsequent hornet scout is destroyed in the same manner. The
invading army of thirty hornet scouts is completely annihilated this
way. The Japanese honeybee had treated each mandarinia hornet scout
as a frontal assault army that must be readily destroyed.
It is generally accepted that the European honeybee does not have any
counterforce capability against the giant mandarinia hornet, whereas
the Japanese honeybee is not quite as defenseless as its European cousins. As a consequence of the European honeybee’s impatience for bravery, it invariably draws in the danger sooner and ends up destroyed.
In contrast, the Japanese honeybee confidently and quietly goes about
catching the representatives of the invader. Eventually, through careful
planning and focused action, the motherland beehive is saved.
How do you deal with Crisis?
Do you think that there aren’t any opportunities for you to do something meaningful, so you trudge around and make sure that this belief comes true?
Do you get all excited and start to act randomly, enthusiastically, and
fight courageously, but without a plan or strategy to guide you until
you end up exhausted and disillusioned?
Or do you focus your energies, create a plan for your life, and target
one or two things that you can do really well, ensuring that you make
a difference and do something meaningful?
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Footnotes
*3 & *4
The best animal fight videos in the web Published on Mar 1, 2013 Youtube
http://www.animalfightclub.tk/
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Chapter 2 The Rise of Germany
and the Schlieffen Plan

8
1870 Germany

Out of these ashes of the Napoleonic Wars, the new united Germany
would rise to dominate the Western World. This Germany used a series
of provocations and wars to achieve her aim.
The man who did the most to unite the German states was Otto von
Bismarck. He was the Prussian chancellor and his main goal was to
strengthen even further the position of Prussia in Europe. Bismarck
wanted to build up Prussia’s army in case his unification plans led to
war. He carefully calculated and fermented the Franco-Prussian War
with France, the preeminent power in Europe, to foster German nationalism and the subsequent rise in the standing of Germany. The new
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tradition of German ascendancy was plotted by many successors of
Bismarck, reaching its climax with Alfred von Schlieffen.

The Schlieffen Plan—the Most Brilliant
Military Plan in the History of Mankind
Before WWI, the German military began to fear the possibility of
a combined attack from France, Britain, and Russia. Alfred von
Schlieffen, German Army Chief of Staff, was given instructions to devise a strategy that would be able to counter a joint attack.
The plan had the following key points:
• It was the culmination of the genius of all German military thinking.
• Never had so much faith by so many been put into one single plan.
• It provided Germany with an infallible plan had Schlieffen’s successor, Helmuth von Moltke, understood the concept and executed it
with precision.
• Germany would have practically been assured of victory in August
1914.
• And as a result, most of the world would be speaking and writing
in German had the plan succeeded.
The Schlieffen Plan bears a close resemblance to the strategy of the
Japanese honeybee in entrapping the vital main thrust of the first frontal wave of attack from the opposing hornet army.
Schlieffen knew that there was no way for Germany to fight on two
fronts, and his plan involved using 90% of Germany’s armed forces to
attack France. Fearing the French forts on the border with Germany,
Schlieffen suggested a scythe-like attack through Holland, Belgium,
and Luxembourg. Schlieffen knew that the French could not resist invading Germany if war really broke out. He wanted a much smaller
force defending the Alsace Lorraine in the south. This smaller force was
ordered not to resist the French if they attacked but rather to fall back
and lure the French army further and further into Germany. This is a
huge revolving trap for the main thrust of the French forces.
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This closely resembles the trap that the Japanese honeybees set up for
the mandarinia hornet. The French plan turned out to be exactly what
Schlieffen had hoped for. The French sent out the bulk of their troops
to attack Alsace Lorraine. This frontal assault would be just like the
waves of attacks of the hornet scouts. They are best trapped inside beehives. The best strategy for the German defense was to trap the French
troops inside German borders to prevent troops rushing to the rescue
of Paris.
However, the German leadership for Alsace Lorraine modified their
strategy and now they were eager to fight the French in French territory. Now their strategy resembled that of the European honeybee.
They tried to fight bravely but to no avail. The French had retreated to their forts at the Franco-German border. Thousands of French
soldiers that the Schlieffen had hoped to trap inside Germany were
now safely on French soil. The advancing German armies from Alsace
Lorraine were decimated when they advanced into French soil beyond
Alsace Loraine. This bears a striking resemblance to the foolhardiness
of the European honeybee versus the mandarinia hornet. They should
have stayed inside their hive of Germany and entrapped the attacking
French troops.
The Schlieffen Plan in WWI had failed because the military leadership
switched their strategy from that of the Japanese honeybee to that of
the European honeybee.

“Case Yellow”
In WWII, “Case Yellow” was the code name given to the initial German
push through the Ardennes Forest and into France. Its design was tailored to bypass the strong French frontier defenses of the Maginot
Line. The advance would then threaten to encircle French and British
divisions to the north, stationed on the Belgian frontier. This German
campaign had actually caused the fall of France in 43 days.
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“Case Yellow” proved that it was possible for France to fall in 6 weeks
as stipulated in the Schlieffen Plan. Had they carried out the Schlieffen
Plan meticulously in WWI, the Germans, after defeating the French in
the west, would have now gathered all their troops to the east to face off
the Russians, which took about six weeks to mobilize in.
Had they done this, the whole pivot of history would have shifted
in favor of the Germans. Now their quick victory was assured and
the Americans and the British were left to deal with the German fait
accompli.
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Chapter 3 Killer Whale, Killing
Move / Orca Crosses a Dangerous
Natural Barrier to Hunt Seals

8

Incredibly, the ultimate marine predator has learned to prey on land.
The orca should never be too near to the shallow waters of coastal areas. It can get stranded easily or die of dehydration or suffocate under
its own weight when the tide goes out. Very few animals are known to
take a risk like this. But she has learned from experience that the pay
off can be worth it. She knows there is a fine line between far enough
and not getting stuck. Seals are the prey. In the water, the seals are difficult to catch. On land where they breed, they are out of reach and safe.
The pool where the seals were was almost entirely cut off from the
sea. They were protected by offshore reefs as well. The only access was
through a narrow shallow channel, only deep enough for whales at
high tide. Some whales had known about this secret and learned about
how to exploit it. Seen from aerial reconnaissance cameras, the channel
was a clear way from the sea to the seals. The seals rested in peace assured of their safety through the natural barriers of water and land protection. Complacency and confidence were with all the seals enjoying
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this good afternoon of bliss and serenity. In addition to the natural
barrier’s protection, they also kept to the shallows, just out of reach of
any marine dangers.
Exactly two hours before high tide, the orca took up position outside
the reef. When the time came, the orca avoided using sonar to lock
onto prey and switched to silent mode to avoid the good hearing of
the seals. The orca positioned herself near the mouth of the pool where
the water was slightly deeper. She continuously investigated the depth
of the water, the progress of the tide. Then one pup made a serious
mistake. It strayed out of the shallows and into the pool. The orca took
its chance. This was her moment. Edging further into the treacherous
waters where it could be stranded at any instant, it launched its attack.
With a struggling seal in her mouth, it took all her strength for her to
pull her prey out of the pool and back to the ocean where it came from.
She made her kill.
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Chapter 4 Napoleon, Charlemagne,
and Hannibal’s Strategies

8
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In his second Italian Campaign, Napoleon’s strategy was brilliantly
imaginative. He led the Reserve Army of some 50,000 men over the
Swiss Alps into Northern Italy, where they would emerge unexpectedly
behind Austrian lines.
In a shrewd act of propaganda, Napoleon personally led the French
forces through the Swiss Alps, echoing the legendary exploits of
Charlemagne and Hannibal. Hannibal, one of the greatest military
strategists of antiquity, was famed for his epic feat of marching the
Carthaginian army, including thirty-seven war elephants, through the
Alpine passes in 218 BCE. But of even greater significance to Napoleon
was the invasion of Northern Italy via the Alps by Charlemagne, King
of the Franks, in 773 CE.
Napoleon managed to complete the crossing and to skirt the Austrian
fort at Bard in fifteen days, emerging on the plains of Lombardy on 30
May 1800, ready to meet the Austrian army, which he defeated at the
Battle of Marengo on 14 June 1800.
Napoleon, Charlemagne, and Hannibal were doing what the orca had
devised to do. There are grave dangers and uncertainties in implementing a strategy. However, when carefully executed, the rewards are
phenomenal.
The orca has shown us that instinct, insight, and implementation will
bring us great rewards of success in business and government.
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The only reality guiding politicians is the current situation and the
goals of the moment, which can change as frequently as the weather.
When people find themselves in positions of power, they stop trying to
regulate their behavior. What you’re seeing really is a truer expression
of the person in power.
We find also that when people are in positions of power, they stop
taking others’ perspectives. Power just makes people very fixated in a
single-minded way on the pursuit of their own goals. There’s a disinclination to think about how they’re being perceived by other people.
As for the ordinary folks, we do what we do for a multitude of motives—some noble, some selfish, some cynical. We will never deny that
a politician has a political motive, but that observation is so obvious
that we can safely presume it.
Let’s take a look at nature: the politician you never knew.
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Chapter 1 Young Virgin Queen
Bees Seek Out Virgin Queen Bee
Rivals to Kill Them

8

The bee colony normally has a single reproductive female—the queen.
She is specialized for the functions of egg laying and chemical production, especially of the “queen substance” pheromone. She does not
work like the workers and, in fact, cannot survive without workers to
care for her. Minimum colony size is one queen and 200 workers.
During resting, a retinue of twelve or more worker bees attends to the
queen. They feed her, groom her, remove her wastes, and also receive
her “queen substance” and other pheromones. The pheromones are
shared with other workers in food transmission behavior.
Since there is only a single female reproductive in a bee colony, there is
a special procedure to replace her when it becomes necessary to do so.
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Replacement of a queen by another queen is a process termed supersedure. Replacement of the queen and production of another colony is
another behavior called swarming. A third means of replacing a queen,
emergency queen rearing, is necessary if the queen dies suddenly, is removed by a beekeeper, or is somehow injured or lost from her colony.
A virgin queen is a queen bee that has not mated with a drone, and the
size is between workers and mated, laying queens. When she emerges,
her first priority is to seek out virgin queen rivals and attempt to kill
them by stinging any other emerged virgin queen. The queen bee is the
only bee in the hive that does not have a barbed stinger. This means she
can repeatedly sting like a wasp.
For those unemerged queens, she will slash open their shells with her
stinger and kill them. Those queen cells that are opened on the side indicate that a virgin queen was likely killed by a rival virgin queen. After
destroying the other potential queen bees, the new queen bee seeks to
eliminate the old queen. Usually, the old queen will have left the hive
before the new queen is born. However, if the old and new queens
meet, there will be a fight to the death. Should the current queen be
able to win in battle against the new queen, she will continue to lay
eggs and will remain queen of the hive.
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and Leadership Positions

8

Primary Presidential Elections
Democratic and Republican party presidential primaries closely resemble the virgin queen bee. Each candidate tries to win his/her nomination through the political process of campaigning. Eventually, each
party chooses only one presidential candidate; the rest of the contenders have been stung. Then the only representative of the opposing party,
like the new challenger virgin queen bee, battles against the incumbent
president, the old queen bee, from the ruling party. The bipartisan primaries in the United States are also similar to the processes involved
in other countries for the nomination of political leadership positions.

Leadership Positions in Large Companies
Here again we witness the same scenario when leadership positions
are contested. To climb the corporate ladder implies a same process of
elimination of competitors. This is especially true of executives of men
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and women who have worked their way up the corporate system in
that specific company.

On the Individual Level
There’s a battle between two virgin queens inside us all. One represents
anger, jealousy, greed, resentment, inferiority, dishonesty, and selfishness. The other one represents joy, peace, love, hope, humility, kindness, compassion, and truth.
The one that wins is the one you feed with better-grade Royal Jelly.
This internal battle is one that we all face, and it’s important that we
take responsibility for feeding the right one. For it will come to dominate our life, lead us to success, recognition, and progress.
How are you helping the nobler aspects of your inner self to win?
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Chapter 3 The Notorious Cuckoo
and the Parasitic Wasps

8

The cuckoo is a bird that never builds a nest. It’s a cheat, thief, and
a killer It will steal and eat other birds’ eggs so that other species will
be cheated into accepting its eggs as one of their own, due to the
similarities in size and color of the eggs. The newborn baby cuckoo’s
first instinct is to kill anything else—newly hatched birds or eggs in
its host’s nest—to make room for its sole development. Finally and
perhaps most remarkably of all, the monstrous cuckoo chick manages to fool two tiny foster parents into feeding and caring for it for
weeks.
The reed warbler is one of the species of birds that are parasitized by
the cuckoo. It works hard to create a complex nest set within the reeds
of its habitat and proceeds to lay its eggs, only for the parasitic and
nefarious cuckoo to come along and lay a similar egg in the nest when
it is not around.
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The poor, oblivious Mum and Dad couple reed warblers respond to the
cuckoo chick’s squawks and start to feed it, unaware that their true
offspring has been disposed of.
It keeps squawking and the warblers keep feeding him.
Soon, he’s bigger than his adopted parents.
But they keep feeding him until he’s big enough to fly away and live
independently, leaving the poor warblers to look at each other and
wonder what happened.
It wasn’t supposed to be like this.
Have your dreams of raising a family and creating a legacy ended up in
fostering a cuckoo?
The story of the parasitic wasp closely resembles the notorious cuckoo.
The parasitic wasp female lays her eggs inside the caterpillar host by her
sting. The eggs hatch into larvae inside the body of the caterpillar. The
larvae feed inside the host caterpillar until ready to pupate, and then
they eat their way out of the host caterpillar’s body. The host caterpillar
is literally turned into a zombie and is generally either dead or moribund at this time. They then generally spin cocoons and pupate. As
adults, parasitoid wasps feed primarily on nectar from flowers.
We are left to ponder:
• Are you raising Moses to eventually rebel against your own Egyptian
government?
• Have your unpatented innovations been stolen by other inventors?
• Has one of the other countries been stealing your country’s technological know-how?
• Have your trade secrets been compromised and you don’t know
what happened?
• What is turning your beautiful dreams into nightmare? Yourself or
others?
• Why couldn’t you become the beautiful butterfly that you have
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always wanted to be instead of the poor caterpillar that got brainwashed and is literally a zombie?
There are people, things, events, and habits of ours that can encroach
upon our ability to meet our goals in life. They may be small and one
or two may not have much of an impact, if any, but over time if we
don’t deal with them, we will be dramatically slowed down in our aims,
stopped in our progress, having eventually wasted our valuable life to
them.
• They could be a particular bad addictive behavior or habit.
• They could be long cell phone conversations, junk TV shows, endless Internet surfing, or other time wasters.
• They could be how we mismanage our diet and physical well-being.
• They could be neglecting our vital relationships with family and
friends.
• They could be self-deprecating falsehoods that we tell ourselves,
saying that we can never be a success.
• They could be our attitude towards life, getting more pessimistic
and losing all vitality and vigor as we get older.
Most of the above elements build up over time and will rarely bring us
to a halt immediately. But they will eventually, and in addition, we will
also be turned into a real-life zombie.
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Chapter 4 Stolen Elections,
Democracy in Disguise, Etc.

8
Stories of stolen elections hit the headlines throughout the world. All
over the globe, democracies and dictatorships have their fair share of
the unscrupulous practice whereby the perpetrators modify the vote
counts to suit their interests of keeping their power base.
Many governments have carried out several reforms rendering their
countries more democratic. At the same time, the same governments
imprison increasing numbers of writers and opponents of the regime.
How do these go together?
Occupy Wall Street was the US movement that eventually spread
across the globe by tapping into broad frustration and even anger
about big corporate profits, tax breaks for the rich, corporate lobbying
in Congress, and bank bailouts at a time when the poor and middle
class were losing ground in a generally sour economy. This was a protest
at stolen financial health.
Arab Spring refers to the democratic uprisings that arose independently and spread across the Arab world in 2011. The movement
originated in Tunisia in December 2010 and quickly took hold in
Egypt, Libya, Syria, Yemen, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan. The
discontented people of Tunisia and Egypt toppled the old regimes
through protests, which do share some characteristics with revolutions. However, the upheavals in Bahrain and Libya were caused by
religious conflicts and tribal conflicts, respectively. The upheaval in
Yemen was caused by tribal conflicts, the conflicts between southern separatist groups and the central government, and the intervention of Al-Qaeda. Furthermore, Syria is plagued by social, political,
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religious, and ethnic conflicts. The situation in the Arab world varies
from country to country.
How do we realize our true selves?
What are our true goals?
What is the real purpose of our being?
What are we truly meant to accomplish?
These are simple questions that have plagued mankind since he was
capable of language and logical thought. They bring up the question
about “what is reality?” Being able to grasp the truth and understand
what really is existence all about will set us free from the notorious
cuckoo and parasitic wasp.
Are we slaves to this illusory “reality” even while erroneously believing
that, as we are, we are awake and have free will? Are the cuckoos and
parasitic wasps creating the world that has been pulled over our eyes
to blind us from the truth?
Let me tell you why you’re here. You’re here because you know something. You’ve felt it your entire life, that there’s something wrong with
the world. You don’t know what it is, but it’s there.
As we grow into adults, we experience ourselves, life, and the world
around us less and less directly. We no longer live in the Here and
Now, but in the past (memory), in the future (imagination), and in a
false present built up from memory and imagination.
There was a time when we had influence, ideas, and energy. What happened? There was a time when things were going well and the
future looked bright. What happened?
Are you willing to spend more time working towards turning the predicament around than spending time regretting?
Are you willing to expand more efforts to prepare for the future rather
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than relying on the limited ideas of the past?
Are you willing to keep growing, keep learning, and keep expanding
your influence so that you can honestly proclaim that the best is yet
to come?
Are you willing to take actions to ensure a world of better tomorrow
for yourself and humanity?
Are you willing to leave the world a better place than you came from?
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Part 4 Nature’s Scientific and
Technological Prowess

8
Biomimicry / Biomimetics
Michael Pawlyn: You could look at nature as being like a catalog of
products, and all of those are benefited from a 3.8 billions years of
research and development period. It makes sense to use it and explore
some of the ideas.
Biomimicry is a design discipline that seeks sustainable solutions by
emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies. The core idea
is that Nature, imaginative by necessity, has already solved many of
the problems we are grappling with: energy, food production, climate
control, non-toxic chemistry, transportation, packaging, and a whole
lot more.
Biomimicry is rapidly spreading and growing in academic institutions
all over the globe! Professors, instructors, researchers, and students—
inspired by nature—are creating innovative ways to teach, learn, and
use biomimicry at universities and colleges in the U.S. and abroad.
What follows is a list of some of the fascinating examples of biomimicry / biomimetics discussed in Dr. Bharat Bhushan’s review:
• Ancient examples such as the Chinese trying to make artificial silk
• Birds inspiring aircraft and wing design
• The construction of neural networks based upon “the desire to
mimic the human brain”
• “The existence of biocells and DNA serves as a source of inspiration for nanotechnologists, who hope to one day build self-assembled molecular-scale devices”
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modeling the patterns by which spiders produce webs to create
a “‘virtual spider robot’ that builds virtual webs, which perfectly mimic the visual architecture of real webs of the garden cross
spider”
Light refraction in bird feathers and butterfly wings modeled to
create better display screens
Self-sharpening teeth on many animals, such as vertebrates and
echinoderms, being copied to produce better cutting tools
“[P]roteins are being used to control materials formation in practical engineering towards self-assembled, hybrid, functional materials structure”
Mimicking the “climbing and peeling ability of geckos” to create
climbing robots
Tire treads inspired by the shape of toe pads on tree frogs
Speedo’s “Fastskin bodysuit,” used by many Olympic swimmers,
which recreates properties of shark skin
Seashells inspiring better ceramics
Studying self-healing properties of biological systems to produce
polymers and polymer composites capable of mending cracks
Polar bear–inspired furs, textiles, and thermal collectors
Spiny hooks on plant seeds and fruits inspiring Velcro
Mimicking mechanisms of photosynthesis and chemical energy
conversion to create cheaper solar cells
Studying the light refractive properties of moth eyes to produce
solar panels with less light reflection

Bharat Bhushan, “Biomimetics: lessons from nature—an overview,”
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London A, Vol. 367,
1445–1486 (2009)
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True Stories of Feral Children
A feral child is a human child who has lived away from human contact
from a very young age, and has little or no experience of human care,
loving or social behavior, and, crucially, of human language. Feral children are confined by humans (often parents), brought up by animals,
or live in the wild in isolation. There have been over one hundred reported cases of feral children.
Tarzan is a fictional character created by Edgar Rice Burroughs. He was
a feral child raised in the African jungles by the “great apes”; he later
experiences civilization only to largely reject it and return to the wild
as a heroic adventurer.
In real life, many feral children have been found all over the globe.
Each of these wilderness children have purportedly lived the ways of
the jungle, learned the language of the adopted family, and survived for
years away from all human activities.
• Could a child really survive alone in the forest?
• Would animals care for rather than eat a human baby?
• And if left in the wilderness, can a child forget its human origins
and transform into a wild beast?
The first really famous feral child was Wild Peter, “a naked, brownish,
black-haired creature” captured near Helpensen in Hanover in 1724,
when he was about 12. He climbed trees with ease, lived off plants, and
seemed incapable of speech. He refused bread, preferring to strip the
bark from green twigs and suck on the sap; but he eventually learnt to
eat fruits and vegetables.
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Two young girls were said to have been discovered under the care of
a she-wolf in Godamuri, India, in 1920. The girls were taken to an
orphanage in Midnapore (now part of Orissa). The children—Kamala,
aged eight, and Amala, aged eighteen months—behaved exactly like
small wild animals. They slept during the day and woke by night. They
remained on all fours, enjoyed raw meat, and were given to biting and
attacking other children if provoked. They could smell raw meat from a
distance, and they had an acute sense of sight and hearing. The youngest child, Amala, died one year later, but Kamala lived for nine years in
the orphanage until she died of illness at the age of seventeen. Kamala
did eventually acquire a small vocabulary, but she remained very different from other children until the time of her death.
For six years, Oxana Malaya survived on raw meat and scraps and spent
her life living in a kennel with dogs. Totally abandoned by her alcoholic mother and father, she was discovered behaving more like an animal
than a human child. She ran on all fours, panted with her tongue out,
bared her teeth and barked, just like the dogs she had been living with.
Human infants are born without any culture. They must be transformed by their parents, teachers, and others into a member of the
human society culturally and socially. Parents and role models should
understand that the sacrifices of today make for a better tomorrow, for
their children and for their communities.

To Attentive Parents
•
•
•

Raising children is a noble activity in itself.
Ensure that their kids know how high a priority they are.
Show the children they love them by their actions and allocation
of time.

Modeling for Success
The feral children also tell of the tragic consequence of role models
whom we model after. “Monkey boys,” “wolf girls,” “gazelle boys,” and
even an “ostrich boy” are all part of the lore of the feral children. We
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become who we modeled after. Since we all want success in life, we
should model after successful people. Be in the company of them.
So the more important issue to achieve success socially and in all areas
of your life should be to observe the success blueprint behind extremely
successful people and then re-creating it for yourself.
A success blueprint generally comprises of their beliefs, values, mindset, thought processes, and attitude, etc.
In short, it is about achieving an outcome by studying how someone
else goes about achieving it. When you model after a successful person’s
success blueprint, it helps you to replicate their success and also their
states of peak performance and motivation…
So how do you discover all these about successful people?
• Well, first you need to identify a few role models who are at where
you want to be.
• Next, try to find out as much as you can about them either through
interacting with them or through their websites, biographies, attending their seminars, or buying their products/courses, etc.
• Observe as much as you can about them, which includes: their
physiology, beliefs, attitudes, mental strategies, and internal representation system.
• Next up, start utilizing it in yourself and also redesign it to help you
attain your goals.
• Modeling can be utilized in EVERY area of your life… In your
health, business, relationships, sports…
So start making use of it today!
If you’re perpetually feeling depressed, start observing people around
you who are always motivated and happy… And just by modeling the
way they smile and talk, it will trigger the same emotional states in
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you! And trust me, you do NOT have to wait till everything is going
smoothly for you before you start feeling happy.
In fact, it’s the other way around! Start taking control of your emotional states and that will in turn drive you to take the actions required
for success…
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